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ABSTRACT
As efficient control of HVAC systems becomes a focus
in research on building energy efficiency, the limits of
building simulation software in this respect are reached
quite soon. Co-Simulation of building envelope, HVAC
systems and controls in the respective tools of the different fields allows for easy collaboration between experts
from the different domains, and therefore is a promising
approach. In this paper, the coupling of TRNSYS and
SIMULINK using a co-simulation framework based on
the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) specification is
demonstrated and discussed with the help of an example
from the IEA SHC Task 44.

INTRODUCTION
While energy efficient building envelopes are a wellestablished R&D topic, and building HVAC system design is gaining more and more attention, the integrated
planning process envisioned by many of the stakeholders in the field is not acquiring momentum. One of the
reasons is the low interoperability between the tools used
in different domains. One method to bridge this gap is
co-simulation. For this approach suitable interfaces with
respect to both variables and format as well as simulation
tools supporting these interfaces are needed.
This is especially true for the case of thermal building and
energy system simulation on the one hand and control design on the other. As the building is moving from a consumer or load in the grid to a prosumer (Ottesen, Tomasgard, and Fleten 2016), producing energy at times and
consuming at other times, or trying to optimize its own
behavior by maximizing on-site consumption (Luthander
et al. 2015) or renewable energy share, building controls
become increasingly important.
Using a co-simulation approach to overcome the associated challenges from the point of view of modelbased design has been pioneered by developments like
the Building Control Virtual Test Bed (BCVTB) (Wetter 2011). However, even though these prototypes have
been successful in demonstrating the potential benefits
of co-simulation, they also were crucial to identify obstacles related to efficient model re-use and sustainable
software development. Fortunately, there are innovative
approaches in model-based design driven by the needs

of other engineering domains – like the automotive or
aeronautic sector – which promise to overcome these
obstacles. In particular, the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) specification has become the de facto industry standard for model exchange and co-simulation. And
indeed, several research projects have been started in previous years to identify the potential of these new developments for building controls engineering (Widl et al. 2014).
The presented work demonstrates the feasibility and current limitation of such a novel co-simulation approach,
showcasing its benefits and limits with the help of a realistic buildings control design application.

BUILDING AND HVAC MODEL
The building and HVAC model used for the proof-ofconcept describes a single family house with renewable
energy systems. The model is based on the reference models developed within the IEA SHC Task 44 (Dott et al.
2013).
The building has two floors and the net floor area (first
plus second floor) is 140 m2 , modeled as an instance of
a Single-Family House (SFH). With a heating demand
of 45 kWh/m2 a, the model represents a building envelop
with reasonable thermal quality. The U-values of the construction are summarized in Table 1. The window area
depends on the orientation, where 5% of the north facade,
9% of the east and west facade and 21% of the south facade are modeled as window areas, respectively.
Table 1: Summary of U-values building envelope
Construction U-value construction in W/m2 K
external wall
0.286
ground floor
0.173
floor
0.649
roof / ceiling
0.197
internal wall
0.885
window
1.500
The SHGCg-value (no window frame was defined by the
IEA Task) for the windows is 0.622 and all windows are
equipped with venetian blinds, using a constant factor of
0.25 for simulating the shading. The shading gets activated if (1) the horizontal, global irradiation is greater
than 200 W/m2 and (2) the room temperature is higher
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than 22.8 ◦ C. A constant air change rate of 0.4 h−1 due to
leakages is implemented within the building model.
The technical system consists of solar thermal collectors
as well as a heat pump, high temperature and low temperature thermal storages for domestic hot water and floor
heating as well as a PV system with a battery.
A ground source heat pump has been used, with a geothermal probe length of 150 m. The electrical consumption of
the heat pump is 1.5 kW, the thermal output is 6 kW. The
size of the solar collector area is 15.4 m2 , the area of the
PV panels is 20 m2 . The high temperature thermal storage for domestic hot water has a capacity of 1000 liters.
The calculation of the domestic hot water (DHW) demand
is based on a time schedule and has to be covered by the
heating supply system. For the room heating (RH), which
is provided by floor heating, a low temperature thermal
storage with a volume of 400 liters is implemented within
the system model. A schematic overview of the system is
given in Figure 1.

Room temperature control
When heating is needed, the room temperature is mainly
controlled by manipulating the flow temperature setpoint
using a PID controller. In order to make the controller’s
performance comparable to other approaches – such as
optimizing controllers – special attention has been paid to
avoiding undershoots (comfort violations) and overshoots
(energy waste).
Storage loading by solar thermal collectors
The available solar collector heat has to be assigned to
one of the two storages (DHW or RH storage). This prioritization depends upon the achievable collector temperature, the storage temperatures, and the energy needed
from each storage. Using solar heat, the two storages can
be loaded up to their highest permitted storage temperatures.
Storage loading by heat pump, and battery management
With both storages, loading via heat pump is initiated
when the tank’s top sensor temperature drops below its
setpoint. In case of excess PV electricity, this is used by
the heat pump to heat up the storages to an increased setpoint (self-consumption optimization). The modulation
level of the heat pump is controlled such that the available
PV production is optimally used, i.e., that the energy flow
at the building’s grid entry point is minimized. Charging and discharging of the battery is managed in the same
sense.
Room cooling
In case there is room cooling demand in summer, the corresponding changeover valves and pumps are controlled
accordingly.

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the HVAC components
and used TRNSYS types
The building and the HVAC system were modeled in
TRNSYS 17.1, with the used types for the main components also shown in Figure 1. For the purpose of the
simulation, the building’s location has been chosen to be
Vienna, Austria, and the weather data was taken from the
years 2011 to 2013.

CONTROLLER
A simple rule-based controller has been implemented in
SIMULINK for this proof-of-concept study. Even though
real-world applications require considerably more elaborate controllers, their complexity would be hidden behind
the co-simulation interfaces (see below). As such, this
simple controller model provides a reasonable and meaningful reference.

CO-SIMULATION
The coupling of the building envelope and heating system model in TRNSYS and the controller model developed in SIMULINK is done with a co-simulation framework based on the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI)
specification. In the following section, the FMI specification is briefly introduced, which defines the interfaces
for interacting with the models. Also some comments on
the methods for generating FMI-compliant co-simulation
components from TRNSYS and SIMULINK models are
given. Furthermore, the co-simulation model is discussed,
which defines the execution control of the coupled models
and the data exchange between them at runtime.
The Functional Mock-up Interface specification
The FMI specification defines basic but powerful interfaces that can be applied to a broad spectrum of different simulations tools and models. A simulation compo-
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nent compliant to the FMI specification is referred to as a
Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU). The FMI specification
defines two specific types of interfaces:
• FMI for Co-Simulation (CS) specifies stand-alone
black-box simulation components. Data exchange is
limited to discrete communication points, between
two such communication points the embedded system model is solved by the FMU’s internal solver.
• FMI for Model Exchange (ME) gives access to the
numerical representation of the underlying mathematical formulation of a model, unlike the black-box
approach of FMI for CS. If the model embedded in
an FMU for ME represents a time-continuous system, the external simulation environment has to provide a solver.
An FMU consists of a ZIP file comprising an XML-based
model description and shared library and/or source code
implementing the actual interface (as C API). Furthermore, FMUs for CS may be either self-contained simulation components or call another simulation tool at runtime
(tool coupling).
Which type of FMU is used in an actual application
depends on the capabilities of the coupled tools and
the co-simulation environment. For instance, in the
case of SIMULINK it is possible to export models
in a way that provides access to the model’s underlying (numerical) mathematical representation in an FMIcompliant manner. For the purpose of this work, the dedicated SIMULINK Coder Target developed by Dassault
Systèmes1 has been used for the creation of FMUs for
ME from SIMULINK models.
In contrast, such a closed mathematical representation of
a model is not available in TRNSYS. For this reason,
TRNSYS models have been exported as FMUs for CS
with the help of a dedicated export tool2 for the purpose
of this work. These FMUs actually call TRNSYS at runtime, establish data transfer and control the execution of
TRNSYS (tool-coupling). The export tool provides special TRNSYS blocks – referred to as Type6139 – that provide external data sent to TRNSYS as input to the model
and also allows to send data as external output. Apart
from the additional input and output block of this type,
TRNSYS models are constructed in the usual way (see
the simple example in Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example of a TRNSYS model containing blocks
of Type6139 for FMU export.
called FUMOLA3 , which is specifically designed to support the features offered by the FMI specification (Widl
et al. 2015b). FUMOLA is developed on top of the
Ptolemy II simulation environment (Eker et al. 2003) and
the FMI++ Library4 and allows to couple FMUs for both
ME and CS within the same model.
Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of the cosimulation model. Apart from the two blocks representing
the TRNSYS FMU und the SIMULINK FMU, the model
reveals several other features. The first additional feature is the DE Director block, which indicates that the
model is executed as a discrete event system (Lee 1999).
In the context of FUMOLA, this means that FMUs are
(from a conceptual point of view) executed as concurrent
processes whose requests for synchronization are treated
as time-discrete events. The second additional feature is
the MicrostepDelay block, which resolves the model’s
loop in a way that guarantees a deterministic data flow
sequence, i.e., the SIMULINK controller model reacts on
the outputs from the TRNSYS building model without delay (Widl et al. 2015a). Finally, the third additional feature are blocks representing data writers, which store the
outputs from the FMUs in text files for further analysis.

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the co-simulation
model.

Coupling

RESULTS

The FMUs of TRNSYS and SIMULINK were coupled
with the help of a dedicated co-simulation framework

Figures 4 and 5 show selected results from a typical simulation run, with each dot representing the value of an FMU

1 DS

FMU Export from SIMULINK, see: http://www.3ds.com/
TRNSYS FMU Export Utility, see:
http://trnsys-fmu.sourceforge.net/
2 FMI++

3 FUMOLA – Functional Mock-up Laboratory, see:
http://fumola.sourceforge.net/
4 FMI++ Library, see http://fmipp.sourceforge.net/
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output at a data synchronization point of the co-simulation
model. Control signals and set points are outputs from the
SIMULINK model in response to the simulated temperature readings of sensors in the TRNSYS model.
Evaluation of building and HVAC modeling results
In the following, an analysis of these results from the view
of the building and HVAC modeling as well as the simulation coupling is given.
Figure 4 shows the correlation between room temperature
output of TRNSYS and the control signal calculated in
SIMULINK (0 or 1) for the heating circuit pump. As
can be seen at simulation time 4.2 h, the heating turns
off as soon as the room temperature rises above 21.2 ◦ C
and turns on again when it falls below 21.0 ◦ C (around
hour 6). The upper half of Figure 5 indicates that the
control signal for the modulating heat pump depends on
the difference between the set point of the heating circuit
flow temperature and the top temperature of the RH storage. The flow temperature setpoint is computed within
SIMULINK and depends directly on the room temperature shown in Figure 4. Since the loading of the DHW
storage has higher priority than the loading of the RH storage, the control signal remains 0 at simulation time 1 h,
even though the storage temperature drops beneath the set
temperature. Caused by the DHW storage top temperature, which should not fall below 50 ◦ C, the heat pump
has to load the DHW storage until hour 2.2. As soon as
the DHW storage top temperature rises beyond 55 ◦ C, as
shown in the lower half of Figure 5, the heat pump can
load the RH storage.
Technical evaluation of the simulation coupling
The interaction between the two models as described
above is demonstrates that the building and HVAC model
dynamically reacts on the controller’s output and vice
versa. However, it should be noted that from a mathematical point of view this is not a proof of convergence or
stability. Only the size of the time constants of the thermal processes in the building model in comparison to the
considerably smaller step size makes the correctness of
the simulation plausible. However, this is not a problem
that is solely introduced by the co-simulation approach.
Results from a stand-alone simulation in TRNSYS would
raise the same questions, due the iterative fixed-step integration approach of TRNSYS.
The results also demonstrate that co-simulation environment successfully incorporates the different types of
FMUs (ME vs. CS) in the model, which require very different handling during simulation. For instance, all three
figures show that the simulation steps are not completely
equidistant, even though the TRNSYS FMU itself only
supports simulations with a fixed step size. These additional simulation steps, i.e., the simulation steps out-

side of the fixed step size schedule of 15 minutes, are
caused by internal events in the SIMULINK model, which
in turn trigger a request for data exchange in the cosimulation. Since the TRNSYS FMU only supports simulation steps with a fixed step size, the co-simulation
environment interpolates the outputs of two consecutive
TRNSYS FMU simulation steps in case a request for synchronization in between is received from the SIMULINK
model. However, even though such interpolations smooth
the TRNSYS FMU’s output signals, it does not allow to
give the SIMULINK controller model an immediate feedback (but only at the next synchronization point according
to the TRNSYS FMU’s fixed step schedule).
Running a 1-week simulation of the model described
above took on a standard work station on average around
10.3 s. This execution time includes the overhead from
extracting and loading the FMUs at the simulation start as
well as writing the results from both FMUs to file. Comparing this execution time to stand-alone simulations done
in TRNSYS or SIMULINK is difficult, as there are no
complete reference models for any of the two tools. Nevertheless, given the execution speed of the 1-week simulation run, full-year simulations are feasible.

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED
The goal of using co-simulation for cross-domain collaboration has been successfully accomplished, enabling control engineers and building simulation experts to work together. Simulation results are as expected, and the cosimulation environment was able to resolve the different
inner workings of both simulation tools involved. The
ability to support simulation tools with different time steps
without the users of the tools having to adapt is a clear improvement over previous approaches (e.g., BCVTB).
During the deployment process it became apparent that
the tools used for creating the FMUs as well as the cosimulation framework have still room for improvement.
This is especially true for the user friendliness, which was
sometimes compromised by unexpected behavior, undocumented error messages or insufficient debug messages.
However, this was equally true for tested open source
tools as well commercial tools. For instance, using the
commercial FMI Toolbox for MATLAB/SIMULINK by
Modelon5 consistently lead to results where the reaction
to the control signal was delayed by one simulation time
step (Widl et al. 2015b).
Furthermore, in the envisioned co-simulation work flow
the deployment process would be reduced drastically as
compared to the current set-up. Collaborators should only
need their own tools and software for creating FMUs.
One of the biggest perceived drawbacks of the cosimulation framework is the fact that input/output parame5 A MATLAB/SIMULINK Compiler Target, see:
http://www.modelon.com/products/fmi-toolbox-for-matlab/
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Figure 4: heating circuit pump control in Simulink reacting on TRNSYS room temperature at 4.2h and 6h

Figure 5: Storage temperatures from TRNSYS and control signals from Simulink interact. The shaded area between 1h
and 2.2h denotes a period where loading of the DHW storage prevents loading the RH storage although it is below its
setpoint.
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ters of individual FMU blocks have to be specified explicitly using lists of strings (instead of selecting from a drop
down menu for instance). In combination with the different structured inputs and outputs in the simulation models
– individual blocks for inputs/outputs in SIMULINK and
TRNSYS – and a lack of cross-tool debugging, simple typos may lead to a extraordinary amount of work effort to
locate inconsistencies and errors.

OUTLOOK
One of the next steps necessary is automation of the model
coupling. As both FMUs contain an XML-based model
description (as defined in the FMI specification) and the
co-simulation model file itself also uses an XML-based
format called MoML, see (Lee and Neuendorffer 2000),
all content needed is well structured. In a first approach,
automated checking of the two model files and the creation of the co-simulation model will be done. This gets
rid of the error prone parametrization of FMU blocks, and
in the same step the naming and completeness of the simulation inputs and outputs can be tested. This goes along
with checking whether identical input files stored separately as described above are exactly the same. As those
are unaltered in the ZIP container of the FMI, it is also
a simple matter to check for equality on the level of the
operating system.
Furthermore it is planned to complement the base controller with a model-based optimizing controller. This
optimizer will primarily allow for a better use of electric
power from grid and PV panels in the presence of timevarying electric tariffs. This will be achieved by optimizing the management of the thermal and electric storages.
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